Delta T Solutions introduces yet another way to turn bad winter weather into big winter business. DeltaPac™ packaged hot water systems and boilers enhance car wash chemical performance in winter weather, providing customers with a superior wash. For use in both conveyor in-bay and self-serve car washes.

**DeltaPac™ Gives Car Wash Chemicals a Winter Boost.**
Studies have found that a pre-soak heater ensures the best car wash. Heating the pre-soak chemical allows the chemical to optimally perform its job of breaking down dirt and grime prior to the high-pressure wash. And heating water for the reverse osmosis system provides the maximum output when the system is fed with 77 degree Fahrenheit water. This can be a challenge in cold winter weather. But not when you use DeltaPac car wash water heating systems.

You benefit from:
- Increased winter business
- Enhanced chemical performance
- Higher energy efficiency
- Lower operating costs
- Ease of installation and low installation costs
- Ease of maintenance
- Corrosion-free packaged systems
- Faster payback

Packaged hot water systems and boilers to maximize winter car wash business by enhancing chemical performance.
Systems and Boilers Tailored to Your Operation.

DeltaPac car wash water heating systems offer a variety of options, including:

- Selection of boilers:
  - Instantaneous
  - Wall-hung
  - Copper finned tube
  - Ultra-high efficiency condensing
- Pumps
- Tanks
- Pre-packaged piping systems
- Skid-mounted systems
- Customized systems sized to meet your needs
- Engineered packages with installation instructions:
  - Design layouts for the equipment room
  - Piping drawings
  - Electrical drawings
- Installation and service from a single source; or the option of installing it yourself, with or without our supervision

DeltaPac Offers Proven Performance.

DeltaPac offers the proven performance and reliability of RBi® hot water heaters and boilers – long considered the standard in the commercial greenhouse industry and now available to the car wash industry. Just like the greenhouse environment, the car wash setting requires components made for either outdoor or indoor installation and designed to withstand the rigors of corrosive or harsh environments. DeltaPac hot water systems and boilers are compact, space-saving units with fewer parts, which means reduced complexity. And because the DeltaPac systems enhance car wash chemical performance in winter weather, the end result is a cleaner car and a happy, loyal customer.

About Delta T Solutions.

Nobody knows heating better than Delta T. With more than 20 years of dedicated HVAC experience, we’ve installed more than 4,000 hydronic heating systems in the last 10 years.

To find out more about DeltaPac advantages, or to hear from a salesperson, call 800-552-5058.